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Iit Jee Result Toppers Raaz Dwivedi 10th Rank Vision Infinity

The IIT-JEE2010 results for IIT Delhi, Kanpur, madras, Guwahati, and Roorkee were declared on
Wednesday. Awaiting candidates quickly headed to the cyber cafes as soon as the results were declared.
Some checked their result from board's official web

May 31, 2010 - PRLog -- City lad 10th in all India ranking
Over 100 get selected for IIT-JEE
Raaz dwivedi of city has bagged the all India 10th rank in the entrance test for admission to the Indian
institute of technology and other premier technological institute in country. 

The central board of secondary education (CBSE) announced the result on Wednesday morning. Pawan
Nagwani bagged 72nd rank is the only student ranked under 100 (in general category) as per information
available.

Over 100 candidates who appeared from the city cleared the entrance test, though the exact number of
successful candidates could not be gathered toll filling of this report. As per the information available til
now, 13 candidates bagged ranks within 1000 in the test and expected to get enrollment in better of the
institutes.

Around 16000 candidates had appeared for the test from centers in city, while about five lekhs had appears
country wide, vying for 10170 seats in the IIts and the Institute of Technology of Banaras Hindu University
(BHU) and the Indian  School of Mines University, Dhanbad.

Across the country 13,104 can didates were declare as selected for enrollment to these seats, while from
Kanpur Zone under which Madhya Pradesh falls, 1341 candidates were selected Kanpur Zone includes
centers of MP, Utter Pradesh and Uttarakhand. The FIITJEE, Bhopal Center claimed that 45 candidates
who coached with them were selected for the test (one student below 1000), Resonace Bhopal Center
claimed 41 selections (with six ranks below 1000), while vision infinity classes claimed selection of 15
student (seven student below 1000).

RAAZ TAKES A STEP AT A TIME
The All india 10th rank holder in IIT-JEE believes in taking a stepat time. Though he has bagged such a
high rank, he is still not decided about the branch of engineering that he want to pursue or his his ambition
for future. “I was simply concentrating on clearing 

City lad raj dwivedi, a class 12 pass out of sagar public school, secured the 10th rank in the IIT-JEE-2010
besides various other candidates who are also in the list of successful candidates.

More than 200 candidates from the state capital got success, according to source in the private coaching
institutes. More than 15,000 candidates had appeared in the test held on April 10-11 for selection of student
for  15 IITs and prestigious technical institute .
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"I want admission in IIT Mumbai in electrical branch ", a jubilant Raj told media persons.
Having secured the third place in the city by securing 95.8 marks in CBSE class XII, raj is the Kanpur zone
in the test. His father sabhakant dwivedi is a professor in the Benazir college of Bhopal. The result was
announced on Wednesday morning on the website .

The test was conducted for 10,170 seats and official sources said 13,104 candidates were short listed on the
basis of the tough test.

Pawan nagwani, son of a businessman Ramesh nagwani, has claimed AIR 72 rank.

The number of student of Hindi medium , who got success, tripled this year.

those who are in the list of successful candidates from the city, are Devesh Kumar sahu (56 rank in OBC),
Shina johari (70), pawan nagwani (72 in general category), Rohan pillai (140),Akash Mahant (203 OBC)   ,
kartikey Sharma (217) , vaibhav sahu (366) , sheetal bhawsar (400-OBC) and Aditi jain (524).

The IIT-JEE2010 results for IIT Delhi, Kanpur, madras, Guwahati, and Roorkee were declared on
Wednesday. Awaiting candidates quickly headed to the cyber cafes as soon as the results were declared.
Some checked their result from board's official website, while others checked their results in their mobile
phones.

The city students had all the reason to celebrate as the boy from the state capital raj dwivedi secured the all
India rank 10. This is for the first time that any city student has broke into 10 in the IIT-JEE results.

Riding high on the confidence, Raj had decided that he would feature in the top ten of IIT-JEE at the time
when he was in class IX. Raj claimed that he always enjoyed studies in school.

Pawan nagwani said that proper guidance of his teachers at his tutorials helped him crack IIT. He said that
he wants to get into IIT Mumbai in computer science or electrical branch.

# # #

VISION INFINITY IIT JEE Training Institute has a competitive environment, latest knowledge pool,
comprehensive study material, scientifically developed teaching methodology and a large network.

--- End ---
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